Parking Lot: Law Enforcement Checks

Before vehicles enter the ADA lot, Illinois state police will verify the ADA permit by asking for ID. State and local law officials require the person to whom a state-issued permit is issued must be in the car when the permit is used. This law is enforced at WWT Raceway. Anyone using a permit illegally will not be permitted to park in the lots and risks losing the permit.

Again, please note that Illinois law requires a person using an accessible permit to provide documentation that the permit is issued to someone in the car parking in the assigned accessible lots. A state-issued placard/tag, supporting documentation (provided by the issuing state) and a photo ID are required, before entering the lot.

Assistance Golf Carts

- Golf carts are utilized during major event days to assist ADA guests, free of charge, to certain destinations throughout the property.
- Golf carts are not permitted through the gates or pits but will assist from the parking lot to the entry gate, to the openings by the oval midway, and into the infield for oval weekend Infield Chalet, Infield Campers, and Infield Experience ticket holders.
- During peak times, guests should expect delays and use of these carts is restricted to the ADA guest and one companion so that we may assist everyone. For the safety of all guests, ADA carts may not be operational immediately following the conclusion of the event due to a high volume of pedestrian traffic. WWTR operations staff will determine when conditions are safe to resume operations.

Elevators

- Oval Suite Tower
- Dragstrip Suite Tower
- Wallace Grandstand

Arrive early to ensure you get a ADA parking spot on those days as parking is first come, first serve. While there are not elevators in the main frontstretch grandstand, there are ramps on either end of the grandstands.

IF YOU HAVE PURCHASED THIS PARKING PASS IN ERROR, PLEASE CONTACT THE WWTR BOX OFFICE TO SWITCH TO THE GENERAL OR VIP PARKING LOT. WE CAN ALSO ASSIST WITH SEATING CHANGES IF YOU WISH TO RELOCATE TO ANOTHER LOCATION. WE CAN BE REACHED AT 618-215-8888 EXT. 101.